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2019’s Action-Packed Finale
• Has Monetary Policy (MoPo) Lost its Mojo?

• Monetary policy is doing what it can and rates should stay lower for 
longer

• Thawing of Geopolitical Uncertainty 
• As geopolitical uncertainty continues to dissipate, it will likely add fuel to 

the expansion’s ongoing flame

• The Divide of 2020, Fractured Political Landscape
• Economics matter more than politics, but key policy shifts could impact 

corporations
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The Fed’s Interest Rate Projections Continue to Soften

Has Monetary Policy (MoPo) Lost its Mojo?

• The Staying Power of Easy Monetary Policy. Multiple central banks have either been
cutting interest rates or pulling back expectations for rate hikes throughout the past
year – the Fed has been no exception. After an attempt at normalizing interest rates
over the past few years, the Fed was driven to cut rates three times this year. In
addition, it has also guided its interest rate projections for 2020 steadily lower over
time, suggesting that “lower for longer” remains the base case going forward.

• Central Banks Get Creative. There has been considerable debate among
economists regarding the efficacy of monetary policy near the zero lower bound,
with some arguing that its stimulus faces diminishing marginal returns. This has forced
central banks to pursue creative policy, such as the continued expansion of their
balance sheets, to supplement low interest rates. Such systemic bond buying is likely
a contributing factor to the proliferation of negative-yielding debt.

• Lackluster Inflation = Lower Rates for Longer? The Fed and other major central banks
have been afforded the opportunity to remain accommodative due to
unrelentingly tepid inflation. In particular, Fed Chair Powell has essentially stated that
he will not raise rates until inflation has moved materially and persistently above its
2% target. The market views this as an unlikely occurrence at this time. This, in part,
helps explain the relatively flat shape of the yield curve and the expectations for
lower rates for longer.

Monetary policy is doing what it can and rates should stay 
lower for longer
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Economics matter more than politics, but key policy shifts 
could impact corporations

Investment Strategy Insights
Thawing of Geopolitical Uncertainty 

• Phase One U.S.-China Truce Taking Shape. U.S. and Chinese officials announced
they reached an agreement last Friday regarding their ongoing trade dispute. The
agreement reportedly includes the postponement of tariffs scheduled to take effect
December 15th, as well as a modest rollback of some existing tariffs. Over the past
year, more than a few trade “breakthroughs” were touted as a done deal, but that
experience has taught investors not to get too excited until pens hit paper.

• NAFTA USMCA, Another Trade Agreement*. The U.S., Mexico and Canada appear
to have reached an agreement on the USMCA trade treaty, which will replace
NAFTA. The International Trade Commission found the deal will likely raise U.S. real
GDP by 0.35% and create 176K American jobs. The primary upside, however, is the
removal of business uncertainty around President Trump's previous threat to
unilaterally withdraw from NAFTA. The deal will likely provide a tailwind to those
industries most exposed to North American cross-border trade activity.

• Post-Election Brexit Clarity. Elections in the U.K. last week resulted in Boris Johnson's
Conservative Party securing 365 seats in Parliament, resulting in a 75 seat majority
and the party’s best performance since 1987. PM Johnson has positioned the victory
as a clear mandate to move forward with Brexit. Many expect Johnson to use his
bolstered majority to negotiate looser ties with the E.U. and work on trade deals with
other countries, like the U.S.

The Divide of 2020, Fractured Political Landscape

• For Markets, Economics > Politics. In modern market history, there have only been
two U.S. Presidents to face impeachment: Richard Nixon and Bill Clinton. Market
performance around those events suggests less sensitivity to the political upheaval
and more focus on economic events such as the OPEC oil embargo and the
collapse of Long-Term Capital Management. This time around, trade may be the
external event that continues to determine the market’s underlying trend.

• Election Implications for Corporations. Some of the candidates running for President
have different ideas in mind for the private sector. President Trump has touted a
mostly favorable corporate agenda, from tax reform to deregulation efforts.
However, some of the more progressive Democratic candidates have different
ideas, including stepped up regulations for banks/tech firms and a ban on fracking
activity. Some proposals may be enacted unilaterally by executive action, though
the more significant ideas may require the cooperation of Congress.

• It’s Still Way Too Early to Call. It is important not to put too much stock into polls this
far removed from the election. There is considerable evidence via Google Trends
that suggests voters do not start to focus their attention on presidential elections until
the weeks surrounding the Iowa caucuses in early February. That being said, the
fluctuating success probabilities for certain candidates perceived as “less
corporate-friendly” could contribute to market volatility.

As geopolitical uncertainty continues to dissipate, it will 
likely add fuel to the expansion’s ongoing flame

*NAFTA refers to the North America Free Trade Agreement and USMCA refers to its successor, the U.S.-Canada-Mexico Agreement (colloquially referred to as NAFTA 2.0)
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